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Premier  Laminated/Regal  Stainless  Steel
Prep-Procedure Tables

Premier Prep-Procedure Table Knee
Space Left + 3 drawers + 1
Cupboard with Door Hinged Right, 
Drop in Tub

Regal Prep-Procdure Table 1
Cupboard with Door Hinged Left + 3
Drawers + Knee Space Right, 
Drop in Tub

Our selection of Prep-Procedure Tables includes two styles of tubs; choose from a 6 or 18 Single-Depth style,  and a 6/18 Multi-
Depth style. A removable Prep Rack, which is designed for a secure fit, is included with each Prep-Procedure Table. Now every SSCI
recessed-end and full cabinet Prep-Procedure Table is available in both Premier laminated or new Regal stainless steel models.
SSCI’s Premier Prep-Procedure Tables coordinate with our Modular Cabinetry and matching Countertop or Floor to Ceiling Chases;
Regal Prep-Procedure Tables coordinate with our new Regal Modular Cabinetry and matching Countertop or Floor to Ceiling
Chases in appearance and both match every construction detail of their cabinet counterpart.  All Prep-Procedure Tables are available
in two widths; 48-in. (121.92cm) and 60-in. (152.40cm),  and are divided into 3 sections. Full Cabinet Prep-Procedure Tables include
storage space in all 3 sections in a variety of drawer/cupboard combinations and Recessed-End Prep-Procedure Tables use one section
on either the left or the right for knee space. Prep-Procedure Tables are typically purchased with tub only. SSCI Prep-Procedure
Tables with abutted-style top and tub are designed to be used with SSCI Treatment Tables, Cabinets and Countertop or Floor to
Ceiling Chases. See Prep/Treatment Centers, Section 12. Tops are available in either stainless steel or laminated models.

There are 5 steps to selecting the perfect Prep-Procedure Table for your facility.

Select from illustrations on following pages :

1) Recessed-End or Full Cabinet-Style Prep-Procedure Table.
2) Drawers and/or cupboard combinations.
3) Premier laminated or Regal stainless steel-model Prep-Procedure Table.
4) 48-in. (121.92cm) or 60-in. (152.40cm) wide cabinet
5) Tub, stainless steel abutted top and tub or laminated abutted top and tub
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Premier/Regal  Prep-Procedure
Table  Features

PREMIERPREMIER LAMINATED CABINET PREP-PROCEDURE TABLES INCLUDE THESE FEATURES:LAMINATED CABINET PREP-PROCEDURE TABLES INCLUDE THESE FEATURES:

REGAL STAINLESS STEEL CABINET PREP-PROCEDURE TABLES INCLUDE THESE FEATURES:REGAL STAINLESS STEEL CABINET PREP-PROCEDURE TABLES INCLUDE THESE FEATURES:

Door

Positive-action, invisible
hinges has self-closing
mechanism, also holds door
open. 3-D micro-adjustment
ensures door alignment. 

Drawers

Drawer fronts are thermally
fused with high-pressure
laminate. Interior surfaces are
proteced with white Thermo-
Fused Melamine

Drawer constructed to handle
up to 100 lbs (45.36 kg).

Positive stop on slide prevent
drawer from pulling out of
cabinet, a slight upward
motion allows easy removal. 

Slide ensures that the drawer
moves quietly, softly, without
force.

Drawer steel sides features
integrated roller slides with
baked-on, white epoxy finish.

Section 11

Door

Drawers

One peice Stainless Steel laser cut
and die formed drawer front are
designed with an integrated
full-width pull.  Pulls are flush
with drawers ront

Ball bearing slide ensures that
the drawer moves quietly,
softly, without force.  Positive
stop on slides prevent drawer
from pulling out of cabinet, a
slight upward motion allows
easy removal. 

Drawer interior is all
Stainless Steel. 

Positive-action, invisible
hinges has self-closing
mechanism, also holds
door open. 3-D micro-
adjustment ensures door
alignment. 

Stainless Steel one peice laser
cut and die formed drawer
interior ensures durability and
easy cleaning.

Constructed of moisture resistant board.  Exterior surface are thermally fused with high-pressure laminate. All interior surfaces are protected with white
Thermo-Fused Melamine.  Components rabbeted and dadoed joints are sealed with high strength adhesive sealer impervious to liquids that ensure a solid,
sturdy cabinet for professional use.  Toe-space, front and back.

Pulls are Hospital quality
satin finished.

Drawer fronts are thermally
fused with high-pressure
laminate. Interior surfaces are
proteced with white Thermo-
Fused Melamine

Exterior and interior surfaces are Stainless Steel with a number 4 finish.  Panels and components are laser cut and Die formed for tight-fitting joints. Panels
are mechanically-fastened to ensure a solid, sturdy cabinet for professional use.  Toe-space, front and back.

One peice Stainless Steel
laser cut and die formed
door are designed with an
integrated
full-width pull.  Pulls are
flush with drawers ront

One-Piece Welded Prep-Procedure Tubs Quality Features
See this Section Page 2

Removable Prep-Procedure Rack Quality Features
See this Section Page 2
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